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About This Game

Casual colorful physical puzzle with sweets, jumpers, teleports, accelerators, reverse gravity, traps, treadmills, lazors and
explosions.

The goal of the player is to keep the cookies on the chocolate bar for some time to pass the level.

In Chocolate makes you happy 7:
- 50 levels

- Explosions
- Jumpers
- Teleports
- Sweets

- Accelerators
- Traps

- Changing gravity
- Treadmills

- Lazors
- Colorful art

- Cool Soundtrack
- Achievements
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Finally a voice to nut to. Nice setting, ok-ish story, lousy voice acting, meh gameplay, mixed controls. Hasn't aged too well.. The
OST is okay but I have to give a thumb DOWN because:

* No cover image??? The store banner is too small (and not square enough) to be used as cover image, and I DO NOT want to
use that NSFW preview image as cover image, either.

* The music playing in credit is missing. NO, it is NOT in track #22 - Ascension To Ballhalla.

* No tailor-made SFX, like the floor trap chord synth, cannon shot, or Bossballa's laser in OST? It's main selling point of this
game!!! Although I am willing to buy the revised version if it actually release later.... Had a bunch of fun with this one and my
kids loved the car crashes :)

Some suggestions for improvements:
* make grabbing easier - it's pretty finicky about where you can grab pieces and my 4yr old daughter had the most trouble with
this
* snapping - being able to snap pieces of track together would be amazing as they're a bit hard to line up
* first person driving point of view - be in the driver's seat!. made a suicide truck of peace 10\/10. It contains interesting
dialogue between Tim and Barbara and shows how the characters feel after the events of Arkham Knight. The gameplay was
also pretty fun despite it being pretty short.. First, I was born in the 1980s, the game is very nostalgic, I like, but why not
consider the possibility of Chinese language :( After adding Chinese language?. tegiri is a mess and i relate. King and the
Warlord is an amazing peice of content. Unlike Grim and the Grave that changes nothing meaningful and gives you very little
new content to play with King and the Warlord gives you two completely new campaigns with an interesting mechanic.

Featuring 2 new legendary lords, 2 new start positions, 1 new campaign mechanic, 6 new units and 22 regiments of renown this
DLC may look similar to Grim and the Grave.

The power of new start positions is it gives you completely different experiences when you play the campaign. Even if you
completed a Greenskin and a Dwarf campaign this DLC gives you a really unique set of campaigns.

The regiments of renown are nice and have a few new mechanics making them far more interesting than the Grim and the
Grave set.

Amazing peice of DLC and a great evolution on the Grim and the Grave style of DLC. Must buy!
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As a hobbist writer & avid P&P RPG player, this tool has exceeded my expectations. The countless elements, timing, relatoins,
& everything else my head tries to maintain can now be put down in an elegant and manageable format. I've barely scratched the
surface & it Articy:Draft2 is opening doors & resolving story issues stopped by "writer's block". Creativity & writing just
became exponentially more enjoyable.. Interesting and enjoyable little game.. Interesting, unique, different. If you enjoy
comedy, platformers, or off-the-wall rpg, this game will suit.. It's a nice eerie 'walk simulator'. I like the atmosphere, the
leveldesign, the sounds.
The Basir (a little lense that allows to detect hidden things) is an interesting gameplay element.
But there are also things i would like to criticize:
-The game seems not to save changed settings like the resolution.
-Some level parts have a to intense graphical gray filter in my opinion.
-There should be more save points.
-Some objects can easily overseen. This provokes a lot of backtracking and detail search.
-Cutscenes can't be skipped.
-The story feels a bit random and chaotic.
-There are only a few mediocre jumpscares who not really fits the story.
-A bit to short for this price.. Pros :
+ Ridiculous story
+ Unique gameplay
+ Classic pixel art

Cons :
- Can't save game (looks like only happen to me and i had to beat the game in one go)
- Repetitive gameplay

This game is fun, but i wouldn't recommend buy it at normal prices.. This game series has so much potential, but how it is setup
is horrible and no fun at all. The interface screen is horrible. You can't do anything without a window popping up in your way.
The tutorial is horrible with once again windows popping up in your way. Screw this mess. Go play Cities Skylines. You will get
a lot of fun out of that game instead of wasting money on this crap. 1\/10.. Ugh. I knew better when I spent the $1.79 on this
game right after it launched, but I was hoping that somehow, someway the game would provide enough fun to make it worth the
low asking price.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Here is my overly patient "First Play on Launch Day" Impressions and Review Video:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=s2fjgFBNEGs
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Instead, I found a game almost void of graphics options, NO lighting options, and a world extremely dark and not fun at all to
try to move though. The world is also very sloppily created without any clear indication of where you should go next. The
zombies in the game look like assets either purchased or stolen from the game guru engine or perhaps the Unity store, and the
AI is beyond laughable. Zombies will try and walk through walls and trees even after you've moved in a big circle and snuck up
behind them.. and they still will not change their direction and still try and walk through walls to get where you were two
minutes ago. It's ridiculously bad.

The only way this game is even close to being worth it's asking price is to laugh or make fun of how awful a game can be. Even
Digital Homicides "The Slaughtering Grounds" is made with better AI and perhaps even more fun then this mess of a game.

I tried to be as generous as I could when I scored this game in my usual "First Play on Launch Day" youtube impresions video,
but a 2% score was the best I could give to this, and that is taking into account the under $2 price tag of this game. As of the
time of this review, with over 200 other reviews of other Steam games at this point, this game has my lowest score ever.

Not recommended unless you just want to throw money are something to laugh at. I predict another Jim Sterling "slaughtering
[grounds]" of this horrid mess of a game in the near future. ..Let's hope that he can avoid another lawsuit.

Message to the developers... Don't let my or anyones bad reviews make you stop trying, but this should NEVER have been put
up on Steam for ANY price. You Know better then this. Give gamers a good value and a decent game if you're going to ask for
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any amount of money, not try and sell buggy, mindless garbage like this. Shame on you. I believe you can do better, and I also
believe you know better then to try and sell this to any human. Maybe zombies with AI as bad as they have been programmed in
this game should be your next target audience. Anyone smarter will just request an immediate refund on Steam.. Plot\/Plot
would plot again
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